
We want to thank Anna Jaruga for her careful reading of the manuscript and her constructive and 

valuable comments. This document contains point-to-point replies to each point the reviewer 

made. The reviewer’s comments are written in normal, our replies in bold italic font. Line numbers 

preceded by an exclamation mark refer to the original manuscript, those without to the revised 

one. 

The Authors evaluate three algorithms for representing collisions in Lagrangian cloud microphysics 

schemes that are available in the literature. The design and some implementation details are 

discussed. The accuracy of the three collision algorithms is compared against the analytical solution 

of Golovin kernel and bin solutions of Long and Hall kernels. A very wide parameter space is 

investigated. The manuscript also tests three different initialization techniques for the Lagrangian 

cloud microphysics schemes. 

The work presented here is very useful. Lagrangian schemes offer very detailed representation of 

microphysical processes in clouds. Yet, because the Lagrangian methods are new, they have not been 

sufficiently tested in cases relevant for numerical simulations of clouds. The topic of the presented 

work is therefore very interesting and fits well into the scope of the GMD journal. 

General comments 

The presentation of the design of the three different collision algorithms is done very well. Figure 2, 

combined with the detailed description of collision algorithms and the “hypothetical algorithm”, 

clearly shows the differences in treatment of collisions inherent to these three algorithms. Also, the 

presentation of the three different initialization procedures is done well. The Authors did an 

immense job at testing different algorithm options and simulation parameters. The Authors have 

tested 3 different algorithms (“remapping” (RMA), “average impact” (AIM) and “all-or-nothing” 

(AON) algorithms), used 3 different test cases (Golovin, Long and Hall kernels), 3 different 

initialization procedures and many different collision algorithm options and simulation parameters. 

The Authors have tested a big parameter space and it is a big achievement of the presented work. 

However, the presentation of the results from this set of tests could be improved. In my opinion the 

big number of figures showing results from many combinations of simulation options makes the 

manuscript difficult to read and pinpoint the interesting and beneficial parameter combinations. 

Instead of providing a report from many test simulations that were made, a more concise summary 

of obtained results would be more beneficial and easier to comprehend for the reader, in my 

opinion. In general, the quality of many figures in the manuscript is poor and sometimes makes 

them. The final analysis of the accuracy of the three tested collision algorithms is very critical, witch 

is a good aspect of the manuscript. The Lagrangian schemes are free of many numerical limitations of 

the bin schemes, but they do introduce new numerical challenges that need to be addressed. The big 

number of tests performed by the Authors allows a detailed analysis of accuracy. The final discussion 

of the collision algorithms could also underline some advantages of the Lagrangian schemes. 

Overall, the manuscript discusses an interesting topic and provides a wide variety of tests. The 

corrections suggested in the following part of my review are minor and focus mostly on improving 

the figures. 

Specific comments 

1. “Too many” figures 



As stated before I think that the Authors did a tremendous job implementing the three algorithms 

and then testing them in such a large variety of simulations. Nevertheless, in my opinion, some parts 

of the presentation could be improved by removing figures and providing instead a summary of the 

obtained results. 

We agree that there are many figures. 

 Below I’m including some suggestions on how it might be done. For the sake of completeness and 

some potential future comparisons with other algorithms I would suggest moving some figures to 

electronic supplement. Such supplement could contain all figures, data needed to plot them and (if 

the Authors are willing) the scripts used for plotting. This would enable other  

We created a supplement that contains a systematic and comprehensive collection of figures 

(showing around 100 sensitivity tests). The standardized figures show the temporal evolution of 

NSIP and the moments 0, 2 and 3 (analogous to the plots shown in the original manuscript version). 

This collection discloses in detail the behaviour of the three algorithms, will facilitate future 

comparisons by fellow LCM developers and guide them. The underlying data (150 RMA, 270 AIM 

and 400 AON simulations) are not included in the supplement. For many simulations this makes no 

sense, as the algorithms obviously do not produce optimal results or the results are similar to 

basically identical. Our data can be obtained by request. Regarding the well-established Bott 

and/or Wang solutions, both scientists are happy sharing their data and we recommend 

addressing them directly. 

Lagrangian scheme users to test their own implementations and then easily plot their own results 

against the tests performed by the Authors. A good example of such electronic supplement is in the 

Lauritzen 2014 GMD paper (doi: 10.5194/gmd-7-105-2014). Note, that such supplement does not 

demand publishing the actual code of the three algorithms but only simulation results. This is easier 

to do and to document. 

List of figures that could be moved to supplement: 

• 6, 9, 15: Both AIM and AON algorithms do not change the number of SIPs (NSIP ). Maybe stating in 

the legend what was the number of SIPs used is enough and the first row of plots could be 

redundant. For the RMA algorithm it would be more beneficial for me to provide the actual number 

of the additional SIPs needed (for example as a % of the initial number of SIPs). For the size 

distribution moments it would be more beneficial for me to introduce some measure of error and 

then report the error value for different combinations of parameters that are tested. – In most of the 

plots the lines are on top of each other and are therefore not readable. A table of error values would 

be easier to read.  

Our results have shown that the representation of collection within a DSD depends significantly on 

the initial DSD, its representation by SIPs (mass and weighting factor), the number of SIPs itself, the 

simulated time, as well as the applied collection kernel. Due to this strong case dependency, a 

quantitative error measure might favour the misuse of our results if there is no comparability. 

(Example: I used 200 SIPs and therefore the error due to collection should be 5 %.) Therefore, we 

would like to remain at our rather qualitative error analysis, which, however, will serve as a basis 

for decisions on numerical parameters for future studies. (Example: The more SIPs the better the 

representation.) 



• 11, 19, 22 - top row and the last or second to last row: Similar to the previous comment, the NSIP is 

constant and therefore a clear legend instead of the first row of plots would be enough in my 

opinion. The behavior of the second and the third moment is very similar and I think that one row of 

panels could be omitted. The behavior could be only described in text. Again, introducing some error 

measure and reporting its value would be more informative for me. It would help to summarize all 

the results and enhance the comparison between different options and algorithms. 

Our intention was to give to a complete overview of our results such that other developers of LCMs 

can best benefit from our experience. Based on both reviews, we realise that a better pre-selection 

of results that are shown is necessary. Hence, we follow your advices. We removed all rows 

showing the third moment and the SIP number evolution in AIM and AON and increase the 

remaining panels. We inserted a table with the NSIP-values.  

And the results are summarized in the newly introduced section 4.1 

• 13: The behavior for Hall kernel is similar to Long kernel (Fig. 11) Perhaps stating that in text could 

be sufficient? 

All figures with Hall simulations are moved to the supplement. 

• 17: Similar to Fig. 11 and 19, maybe just two size distribution moments are sufficient? Again, some 

error measure would be useful. 

Done. 

2. Comments on figures 

All the figures presented in the manuscript are too small for me to read easily. Also the font size and 

the line thickness is too small. 

The color-coding and plot styles of some of the figures make them difficult to readme. Below I’m 

including a list of such figures with some ideas on how they could be improved: 

• 2 – RMA algorithm: The gray font color used for text regarding contribution k is not readable. 

Maybe just for text a darker color could be used? 

A darker color is used now and font size has been increased where possible. 

• 3, 4 – top panel: The number of points and the chaotic color-coding makes it impossible for me to 

easily see what is happening in the left part of the plot. Reducing the number of SIPs shown, 

especially for the small drop sizes, would help. I would also suggest choosing line colors basing on the 

initial drop size rather than at random – for example 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/13972287/having-line-color-vary-with-data-index-for-line-

graph-in-matplotlib 

I read the suggested web page. It is definitely worth to think about the colour coding. I personally 

favour colours, which I can assign a name (‘red’, ‘blue’). For the suggested colour ranges, it is hard 

to use unambiguous colour names in the text. Figure 3 and 4 top are improved by showing fewer 

SIPs and we keep the original colours. 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/13972287/having-line-color-vary-with-data-index-for-line-graph-in-matplotlib
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/13972287/having-line-color-vary-with-data-index-for-line-graph-in-matplotlib


• 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18: Similar to the previous case I would suggest choosing line colors basing on 

the simulation time rather than at random. Especially for later figures showing oscillations for RMA 

or less smooth solutions for AON it would make it easier to compare different lines. 

Increasing the thickness of the curves and using solid lines for the simulation results (the reference 

is now plotted with dotted lines) hopefully makes the plots better readable. Any of the plots you 

mention contains a legend with the time. So we think it is o.k. to leave the colours as they are. 

• 11, 13, 19, 20, 22: Similar to the previous case, consider choosing colors basing on the number of 

SIPs used. It would make the first row of plots unnecessary and allow easier comparison. 

The rows showing NSIP have been removed from the plots. 

• 16: In my opinion showing just one realisation and the average over 50 realisations could be 

enough. It’s obvious that any realisation from AON will be burdened with irregular scatter. It’s also 

obvious that averaging over even bigger ensemble will further smooth the solution and it could be 

just stated in text. Gained space could be then used to increase the size of the plots. The symbols *, + 

and – in the last two panels are not readable in a plot of this size and obscure the lines representing 

the actual size distribution. 

We use a new layout. The interquartile range is now shown in a separate plot. To illustrate the 

probabilistic nature of AON we think it is justified to show two realisations.  

• 17: The red and green colors overlay each other and make it difficult to read the figure. I’d suggest 

omitting one size distribution moment and using the space to significantly increase the size of the 

plot as well as the size of points and line thickness. 

We replotted the figure and hope it is better readable now.  

3. Pseudo-code listings 

Please consider providing an additional caption explaining the conventions used in the listing. What 

lines are marked as comments and what lines are the actual pseudo-code? What does it mean if a 

line is written in italics, bold or in capital letters? 

A paragraph on layout conventions is added at the end of section 2.2. 

4. Discussion for Long kernel 

The bin scheme solves the Smoluchowski equation for the number concentration function and by 

default should provide a smooth solution. However, the Smoluchowski equation is strictly true for 

infinite systems. For cases of big population of similar drops (i.e. a population of rain drops from a 

fully formed precipitation event) solving the Smoluchowski equation provides a good representation 

of the drop size distribution. In contrast, the onset of precipitation (or the “transition phase” for the 

Long kernel in 30-40 minutes of simulation time) might be governed by the behavior of just a few big 

“lucky” drops. See for instance the discussion in Lushnikov 2004 (doi: 

10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.198302) and Bayewitz et. al. 1974 (doi: 10.1175/1520-

0469(1974)031<1604:TEOCIA>2.0.CO;2) The bin solutions are commonly considered a true solutions 

during comparison studies. However it is not clear to me what volume should be used in order to 

ensure that solving the Smoluchowski equation is a good method for all precipitation phases. A 



discussion of issues related to this topic is definitely out of the scope of this manuscript. However, 

could you consider adding a small warning or comment on this aspect?  

We added a small comment in the introduction(around line 87) that the LCM rather solves the pure 

stochastic growth (Gillespie 1975) than the SCE due to the consideration of individual collisions 

within a finite system of particles. However, the pure stochastic growth approaches the SCE for 

𝑵 → ∞ or, equivalently, as the number of realizations approaches infinity, which can be seen from 

Fig. 15.  

In the summary of box model tests, could you outline in text how the difficulties encountered in the 

transition phase of the Long kernel actually affect the final solution at t=60 for RMA, AIM and AON 

for the best combination of the algorithm options?  

Using the “best combination” of options, the reference solution of the spectral bin model was 

relatively well captured by any algorithm (e.g., by comparing the second moment for the RMA, 

AIM, and AON algorithms, which can be interpreted as a proxy of the largest droplets here). 

However, the “best combination” might not be the best combination for application in a higher 

dimensional model. As outlined in the Discussion and Conclusion section of our manuscript, RMA 

might depend on an infeasibly small time step, AIM might suffer from an inappropriate initial 

distribution of weighting factors. Only AON has been shown to handle most “situations” 

successfully. Therefore, we propose the AON algorithm for practical purposes.  

Do the oscillations in RMA and scatter in AON preclude a good final solution? How accurate is the 

final stable and smooth solution from AIM in comparison? Is the location and value of the final 

maximum easily captured in AIM and AON?  

These points are covered in the Conclusions of our manuscript. For RMA, the oscillations indeed 

preclude a good final solution if a feasible time step is used. To overcome the scatter in AON, a 

sufficient number of realisations is needed. And the AIM solution is stable and smooth but 

inherently depends on the initial distribution of SIPs.  

5. Other comments 

• line 221 - Could you comment on what techniques do you recommend when fighting numerical 

cancellation errors? What procedure was used in the current implementation?  

We rephrased the paragraph. Numerical cancellation errors are smaller when expressions can be 

reformulated such that differences of similarly valued terms are eliminated. More on this topic can 

be found in classical textbooks on numerical analysis. 

• line 252-253 - Could you comment on why the described behavior is considered advantageous? 

We reformulated the sentence. See line 273. 

• line 273 - Maybe consider stating what initialization will be used as default in the later box model 

tests? 

Done. See line 295. 

• Pseudocode for RMA, line 30 - is NSIP = ii or should it be i?  



Thanks, corrected. 

• Figure 3 and 4 bottom panel - normalizing once with regard to the initial condition and once with 

regard to the final state is confusing 

Reviewer 1 had the same comment and we changed the description to use analogous definitions 

for both quantities (around line 473).  

• line 488 - Another alternative could be to assign the product of collision to just one SIP and use the 

remaining SIP to split the biggest weighting factor between two SIPs. See the third to last paragraph 

in sec. 5.4.1 in Arabas 2015. 

You refer to section 5.1.4, not 5.4.1. Yes this is also an option. It is relevant for approaches where 

you want to keep the total SIP number constant. Otherwise, you could simply delete one of the two 

SIPs and introduce a SIP splitting independently of whether it just happened that you save one SIP 

during an equal-ν collection. 

• line 535 - In my opinion performing collisions only for selected random pairs and scaling the 

probability is a very useful feature. It changes the asymptotic behaviour of the scheme with regard to 

the number of SIPs from quadratic to linear. It allows to perform simulations with a bigger number of 

SIPs, which increases the resolution of the obtained results. Could you consider underlying those 

benefits? 

If some further tests are planned for the future, I would suggest adding this option to the AON 

implementation. On a side note, we use AON with collisions for random pairs and singleSIP init by 

default in our Lagrangian simulations. Out of curiosity, we ran the Long and Hall tests described in 

the manuscript using our default parameters. The results are similar to those presented by the 

Authors for AON box model tests. 

It is nice to see that the manuscript was an incentive for you to carry out test runs. The 

computational cost of the current implementation is quadratic in terms of NSIP per grid box (clearly 

not the total NSIP of all grid boxes). Clearly, linear costs sound much better. But it is clear that this 

describes the asymptotic behaviour and becomes important for large NSIP. My impression is that 

linear sampling was introduced because in the initial work of Shima tremendously many SIP were 

used and simulations weren’t feasible at all with quadratic costs. The question will be if you need 

more SIPs to reach convergence when you use a linear sampling. In a full microphysical model this 

NSIP-increase affects the costs of all the other processes as well. Nevertheless, in more complex 

settings the linear sampling is definitely a viable option which deserves to be tested. See paragraph 

in new section 4.1. 

• Figures 5, 6, 7 are not averaged over 50 realisations. In contrast, the corresponding figures for AIM 

and AON are. Could you comment on why? Does the design of RMA algorithm guarantee no need for 

ensemble runs? Could the ensemble runs be obtained using one of the random initialization 

procedures? For Golovin kernel RMA produces good results for a single realisation, which should be 

underlined. If for Long and Hall kernels ensemble average does not help, it should also be underlined. 

Could you comment on how an ensemble average for RMA for high SIP number (for example κ = 200) 

for Long kernel would look? In general it was unclear for me if RMA (i) becomes unstable and does 

not provide a solution for Long test or (ii) is stable but generates cumbersome oscillations and wrong 

final solution. 



Originally, we didn’t actually run the RMA program for a full ensemble with 50 realisations as it 

was done for the other algorithms. This has two different reasons: 

1. As we struggled to get realistic Long/Hall solutions with RMA, we did many tests with program 

versions that computed only one realisation. We never extended our implementation beyond this 

test framework. 

2. After each time step of RMA, a new list of SIPs is created. From each bin, one SIP is generated 

using the exact bin values (see line 28 in Algorithm). There is no probabilistic component included 

in the algorithm. 

To be more consistent in the presentation of the results, we programmed a version for multiple 

realisations and now show averages for RMA as we already did for AIM and AON. Figures with the 

RMA λ-evolutions, which have not been shown in the original submission, are now included in 

Fig.8. We changed the description of the text accordingly.  

Concerning your last question: It is stable in the sense that the total mass is conserved, the higher 

moments do not explode and one can perform simulations over the whole 60 minutes. Indeed, 

Figure 7 shows size distributions for t=60min. If you call this behaviour unstable or not, depends 

also on how stability is defined in this context. In the end, what matters is that RMA solutions are 

far from the reference solution and useless (at least for feasible time steps). Before we started our 

evaluations, we expected that RMA is the best algorithm as we thought that the remapping is a 

clever approach. Hence we tested many options trying to get it “stable”, but we did not succeed in 

this. We make this point hopefully a bit clearer by the extended Figure 7 and the added Figure 8. 

We also no longer use the word “stable” in the text now. 

• Is it necessary to average over an ensemble for AIM? 

One AIM simulation is enough. It is not necessary to average over an ensemble, as mentioned in 

l.!665-667. In the revised version, we repeat this finding in section 4.1. 

• line 796 - For the sake of summarizing the box model simulations, could you discuss in text what 

was a minimum number of SIPs and a maximum timestep needed to obtain satisfactory results for 

the best combination of options for RMA, AIM and AON? Was the computational cost of all 

algorithms similar? Does it scale in the same way when increasing SIP number? Could you summarize 

in text how sensitive the three algorithms are to timestep? 

We added a paragraph on time step sensitivity of all three algorithms and on parameter 

requirements for convergence in section 4.1. 

• line 814 - For me, the total number of SIPs is a more intuitive parameter than kappa. Could you also 

state what is the total number of SIPs for κ = 20 and κ = 100? 

We rephrased the paragraph (around line 935) to add the information on NSIP.  

Nonetheless, a small side remark: NSIP is not a parameter of the singleSIP-init, it is diagnosed. This 

is why we stick to κ when we talk about the singleSIP-init. For νdraw and νconst-methods, the story is 

different as NSIP is directly prescribed. 



 • line 838 - Could you comment on why the RMA is excluded in this part of the study? Are the 

oscillations as prominent as in the Long test scenario? Does it again fail to reproduce the bin model 

results at the final stage? 

Good point. We carried out RMA simulation with the later initialisations. RMA fails again. The 

simulations are shown in the supplement. 

• line 895 - Since the Authors state in line 858 that it is not clear which findings of the performed 

tests are most relevant for simulations of clouds, I would suggest somewhat weakening the 

statements about the RMA algorithm in the conclusions. 

Good point.  

Technical corrections 

• line 142 - k! should be the factorial not faculty? 

• caption of Fig. 1 - λ3 is missing 

• Pseudocode for RMA, line 34 - should be "can be easily incorporated in ..." 

• line 435 - should be Figure 3? 

• line 560 - space missing after “per construction”. 

• Figure 14 is missing the third column that should depict a version of AON without self collections. 

Good point. We decided at some point to leave out the third panel and forgot to change the 

caption. 

• line 834 - Could you rephrase the part “where the abundance of droplets larger than 10 um drops 

strongly” 

All technical corrections have been done. 


